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big fcllow'R direct speech and Im¬
pressed by his commanding stature.
Soon Col. Roosevelt was asking him
all sorts of questions about Alaska
and the federal officials of the ter¬
ritory. Mike gave each ono a good
boost und praised the president's sagaclty In appointing them. Then
with a hearty chuckle the Colonel
said:
"Mr. Sullivan, most of the Alaskans
that I meet do not speak so highly
of these officials as you do."
"Well, Mr. President," said Mike,
with a grin, "I don't supposo you have
been around gambling houses very
much. I have, and I always noticed
that the boosters In those places got
$10 a day while the knockers never
got a cent."
The President slapped Mlko on the
back and he received an invitation
to attend the next White House re¬
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least, is acquainted with its history, or should be workiug, in a common the output should be increased to a
the people of the various sections, cause. It is up to each and ail to reasonable amount, and alien fisher¬
Every honest effort, therefore, will do their best, and if this be done men Bhould be rigidly excluded. The
be made to further every legitimate there need be no fear for the future. herring, and In fact all other Alas¬
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It is always noticeable that on the to place trees and brush in the her¬
which will result in a vast increase eve of a national election the wise ring spawning grounds so that the
in its mineral output and a conse¬ forecasters become remarkably busy, spawn could be gathered and after¬
quent large Increase in its perma¬ and one may get any kind of "fore¬ wards well smoked and pre¬
nent
population and substantial cast" that may be desired. Fore¬ served for food. We do not know the
growth in its trade and commerce. casting is not an exclusive privilege, facts, but even if the story be true,
The Empire desires to bear a modest except as it may be confined to weath¬ the spawn thus taken was for a
part in the upbuilding of Alaska and er sharps. Only a few of the elect worthy cause. The destruction of
in the betterment of the conditions are permitted to work the goosebone. Alaska food fish for fertilizing pur¬
which environ its people. It will al¬ But it's differeut in politics. If one poses seems to have developed into
ways be found to have the courage is a red-hot partisan his party is go¬ a crying evil.
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of the different campaign managers treaty of purchase he and all other
THE TERRITORIAL ELECTION. and other statesmen, politicians and Russian subjects in Alaska became
near politicians.Republicans, Demo¬ American citizens. Mr. Kostrometinoff is now visiting New York for the
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Alaska's history. It is the begin¬ up Salt Creek.a stream, by the way, is hoped that The Empire will be
ning of that boon which is regard much frequented by Democrats dur¬ a power for good in the development
and upbuilding ot Juneau and South¬
cd as a priceless American heritage ing the past twenty years.
.the right of the people to govern However, no matter what forecasts eastern Alaska. It 1b intended to
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And while the people of Alaska have formulate, there are certain signs respects.fair and clean and coura¬
not objected to the government itseir and indications which may be read¬ geous. What more could be asked
they have objected to the qual¬ ily seen by the observer, whose eyes or expected? It may be well here
ity of the government medicine are not obfuscated by the smoke of to emphasize the fact that Tho Em¬
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fore, seem as though the Woodrow proprietor. Politics is a mere inci¬
Another reason for the indiffer¬ Wilson forecasters had somewhat dental to a legitimate business in¬
ence of the people, which, after all, the best of their competitors, with dustry. As a matter of fact Alaska
may be more apparent than real, may Taft or Roosevelt in the second has been suffering, and is still suffer¬
pehaps be traced to dissatisfaction place, strictly according to the po¬ ing from a glut of politics. More
w ork and less talk of partisan poll- ¦
with the extreme limitations which litical trend of the recipient's mind.
Congress saw fit to place upon the The republican party problem is tics may accomplish something tangi¬
territorial act creating the legisla¬ not hard to solve. If it were united ble for the territory.
ture. But the law is an accomplished there probably would be little doubt
Acting Governor W. L. Dlstin yes¬
fact. Perhaps It was the best that of its success at the polls. But it terday wired the/ press and mayors
could be secured. It has been de¬ would seem that it'cannot win.half of all towns of Alaska requesting
scribed as a mere skeleton. It is in republican and half bull moose. Its "that all schools and public buildings
fact. But even an animated skeleton, strength is divided, while the demo¬ half-mast flags" today, Nov. 2. in re¬
with due nursing by careful hands, crats seoro to be n.-esenting a greai- spect to th6 memory of Vice Pres¬
may be fattened and rounded out in¬ er solidarity than for many years ident Sherman, who passed away on
to something resembling a state of past
Thursday of this week. It wan a
pulchritude. Anyway there is time This "forecast" is no better, and graceful act on the part of Gen. Dls¬
and room for hope. The legislature's possibly no worse than the multi¬ tin in thus paying a tribute to the
powers may be expanded, with the tude that are being hurled at a long memory of a distinguished Amorlcan
and a patriotic citizen.
lapse of time and the attainment of suffering public just now.
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A paper for all the people, all the time. Independent
in every way. It stands for everything that will tend to the
opening up and development of Alaska.-especially South¬
eastern Alaska.along legitimate lines.
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